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ABSTRACT

OFDM systems are susceptible to receiver impairments like
frequency offset, IQ imbalance and phase noise. In this pa-
per, OFDM channel estimation in the presence of these im-
pairments is studied, and an iterative algorithm is proposed to
jointly estimate the channel coefficients and the impairment
parameters. It is shown by computer simulations that the al-
gorithm performs close to its associated Cramer-Rao lower
bound.

Index Terms- Channel estimation, frequency offset, IQ
imbalance, OFDM, phase noise.

1. INTRODUCTION

The surging interest in the Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation technique has resulted in
research activities to make the implementation of OFDM re-
ceivers more reliable and less costly in practice. However,
OFDM modulation is susceptible to the impairments present
in low-cost low-power silicon implementation of OFDM re-
ceivers. The impairments include frequency offset, IQ imbal-
ance and phase noise [1]. Frequency offset is the oscillator
frequency difference between the transmitter and the receiver,
IQ imbalance is the mismatch in amplitude and phase between
the I and Q branches in the receiver chain, and phase noise
is the random unknown phase difference between the carrier
signal and the local oscillator. The effects of these impair-
ments on OFDM receivers have been investigated in previ-
ous works [2-5], and some compensation algorithms have also
been developed [6-9].

Although much work has been done to improve data sym-
bol recovery in the presence of receiver impairments, rela-
tively less work is available for channel estimation. In [10],
a channel estimation scheme is proposed for the presence of
frequency offset and phase noise. It consists of a pre-FFT
frequency offset correction followed by time-domain channel
estimation. The channel length in the time domain is itera-
tively estimated in order to mitigate interferences. In [11],
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) channel estimator is derived
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also for the case when both frequency offset and phase noise
are present. In this paper, we propose an iterative algorithm to
jointly estimate the channel response in the presence ofthe im-
pairments, including frequency offset, IQ imbalance and phase
noise. Instead of estimating the channel coefficients and phase
noise in the frequency domain, we estimate them in the time
domain in order to reduce the number of unknowns. Also, the
phase noise is parameterized by using the principle compo-
nent analysis (PCA) technique. The performance of the pro-
posed algorithm is analyzed in terms ofthe Cramer-Rao lower
bound, and is also compared with the ideal case when there is
no receiver impairment.

Throughout the paper, we use (.)T to represent the ma-
trix transpose and (.)* the matrix conjugate transpose. E{.}
returns the expected value with respect to the underlying
probability measure. IK denotes the identity matrix of size
K x K, and Io denotes the Fisher information matrix as-
sociated with the parameter vector 0. We also denote by
diag{/31, /32, .. ., 13N } the diagonal matrix whose diagonal el-
ements are 131, /32, ..., 13N.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

At the OFDM transmitter, the information bits are first mapped
into constellation symbols, and then converted into a block of
N symbols x[k], k = 0, 1, . . . , N -1, by a serial-to-parallel
converter. The N symbols are the frequency components to be
transmitted using the N subcarriers of the OFDM modulator,
and are converted to OFDM symbols by the unitary inverse
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). After adding a cyclic prefix
of length P, the resulting N + P time-domain symbols are
converted into a continuous-time signal x(t) for transmission.

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of an RF (radio frequency)
receiver with frequency offset Af, IQ imbalance a and 0,
unknown phase error -y1, and phase noise q(t). Let T, be
the sampling period. The normalized frequency offset in the
discrete-time domain is defined as e = NAfT5, which is the
accumulated phase shift caused by the frequency offset over
one OFDM symbol duration. It can be shown that the output
symbols y[k], k = 0, 1, . .. , N -1, after OFDM demodulation

1 The unknown phase error is the accumulated phase shift with respect to
the carrier signal that is caused by the frequency offset and phase noise.
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Fig. 1. An RF receiver with analog impairments.

are related to the data symbols x[k], k = 0, 1, .... N -1, by
N-1

y[k] = /1t E, a[,r]H[(k-r)NX][(k-r)N](1
r=O

N-1

+ v S a* [r]H*[(N- k -r)NIx*[(N- k -r)N] + w[k]
r=O

where (k)N stands for (k mod N), t and v account for the IQ
imbalance and are related to oa and 0 by [7]

t = cos(0/2)- ja sin(0/2), v = a cos(0/2) + j sin(0/2),
a[r], r = 0, 1, . . , N -1, are determined by the frequency
offset and phase noise through [9]

1N-1
an[r]= Oe N +-+o(nT,)] N (2)

n=O

H[k], k = 0,1,... I,N -1, are the discrete-time Fourier
transform of the baseband channel impulse response h[n],
n = O il,... ,L-1, i.e.,

L-1

H[k] = 5 h[n]e N (3)
n=O

and w [k] is the additive noise in the kth subcarrier. Using
matrix notation, (1) can be represented by

y = ,AHx + vAHx+ w, (4)
where

y

x

[ y[0] y[l] ... y[N -1] ]T,
[ x[0] x[1] ... x[N-1] 1]T,

x =[x*[0] x* [1] x*[N -1]]

a[O] a[N -1] a[l]
[ a[l] a[O] ... a[2]

a[N 1] a[N 2] a[O]
a*[O] a*[N - 1]..1 a* 1]

a*[N - 1] a*[N-2]..2 a* [0]

a1*] a* a* [2]]
H = diag{H[O], H[1], ..., H[N -1] },

H = diag{H* [0], H* [1], ..., H* [N -1]},

w = [w[0] w[1] w[N -1] ].

3. CHANNEL ESTIMATION

The proposed algorithm uses block-type pilot symbols, in
which all subcarriers are used for pilot tones2. For con-
venience of exposition, we assume that each time only one
OFDM symbol is used as the block-type pilot symbol for chan-
nel estimation. Since the OFDM demodulation output y is re-
lated to the training symbol x through expression (4), the pro-
posed algorithm is based on the following optimization prob-
lem:

min 11 y -, HAHx vA 2
plv,A,H

(5)

We notice that there are N unknowns in H (i.e., H [k]), N un-
knowns in A (i.e., a[k]), plus two additional unknowns ,u and
v. Hence, the solution to (5) is not unique. To overcome this
difficulty, we can reduce the number ofunknowns by properly
modeling the channel and the phase noise process with fewer
parameters. Since the length L of the discrete-time baseband
channel impulse response is normally less than the OFDM
symbol size N, we can relate H[k], k = 0,1, ... I,N -1, to
h[n], n = 0,1i... I L-1, through

h= Fhh'

where

h= [H[O] H[1] ... H[N -1]T,
h' = [h[O] h[l] ... h[L -1] ],

and Fh is the discrete Fourier transform matrix of appropriate
size according to (3). Instead of estimating h, we can estimate
h'. This reduces the number of unknown channel coefficients
from N to L.

For the phase noise, by assuming that the receiver has in-
formation about its statistics3, we can approximate it using
fewer parameters based on the principle component analysis
(PCA) technique. Let c denote the vector of phase noise, i.e.,

io( ) CjO(T,) -.))T,) ]T

Assume its autocorrelation matrix is Rc, whose singular value
decomposition (SVD) is given by

R, = UEU*.

We choose the columns of U corresponding to the largest M
(M < N) singular values of R, as a basis for representing
the phase noise vector c. Denote the matrix of the basis by P.
Then, c can be approximated by

c -Pc', (6)

where c' is the parameter vector of lengthM that characterizes
each realization of the phase noise in the subspace spanned by
the principle components in P. Combining (2) and (6) gives

a = e Fa[f.cC
N 1 ei Fa[f (Pc,)],N (7)

2All standardized OFDM systems today provide such full pilot symbols at
the beginning of every packet.

3The phase noise can be modeled as a wide-sense stationary process. Its
statistics can be obtained by online or offline measurements in the analog or
digital domain.
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where @ denotes the elementwise product,

a= [a[O] a[l] ... a[N -1] ]T,
f r e 2zrc .27rc(N-1) 1Tf [L1 eJN *-- eJ N 1).IT

and Fa is the discrete Fourier transform matrix. Instead of
estimating a, we can estimate c', which reduces the number of
unknowns from N to M.

Moreover, we notice that in (5), there exists an ambiguity
of a scaling factor among the estimates of ,u, A and H. To
resolve this ambiguity, we add the following constraints to the
original problem4:

,u = 1, O= O and c[O] = 1,

where c[O] stands for the first element of c. By (6), c[O] = 1
gives p*c' = 1, where p* is the first row of P.

Consequently, knowing x and y, we can estimate H by
solving

min II-y- HAHx VHx 2, s.t. y = 0, p*c' = 1.
v,e,c' ,h'

The optimization problem is nonlinear and nonconvex. A sub-
optimal solution can be found by the following algorithm.
Initialization:
1) vo = 0.
2) Find the initial h' by solving the following least-squares problem [12]:

ho = arg min 11 y -Hx 112
h'

where H diag{h} and h = Fhh'.
3) Let ho Fhh/ and Ho = diag{ho}. Find the initial Eo by solving the
following problem:

co = arg min 11 y -AHox 112.
Here, A is determined by a = Faf, where we let c 1 1 ... 1 ]T.
This can be done through a one-dimensional search for co, and an approximate
co is sufficient for the iteration.
4) Let co 1 1 ... 1 ]T. Find the initial c0 by solving the following
constrained least-squares problem:

min 11 co-Pc 112, s.t. p1c' 1.
c/

Iterations:
For i 1, 2,..., find Avi, ACE, Ac/ and Ah/ by solving the following
optimization problem:

minAvi,AEi,Ac,/Ah' 11 Y-(Ai_ Hj_jx +v1j_Ai-1Hi-lx)
i~~~i

-[(AA)Hi-lx + Ai-i (AH)x] -[(Av)Aj_1Hj_jx (8)
+i/i-i (\A,)Hji-l i1i1(\) 112, s.t. p* (A\C) = 0,

where AA, AH, AA and A\H are the first-order perturbation terms of A,
H, A and H due to A\vi, AEi, Ac and A.h'. Then, update the estimates of
v, C, c' and h' as follows:

Vi = Vi-1 + A/i, (i = (i-1 + A.i,
c = C1 +Ac/, h' = h/ +Ah/.

The optimization problem given by (8) can be solved effi-
ciently as a standard least-squares problem.

4The constraints, although may be different from their actual values, en-
sure that the original problem has a unique solution. As a result, the obtained
channel estimate is a scaled version of the true channel response, which is
still useful in data symbol detection after the correction of the common phase
error. The common phase error term can be estimated by using the pilot tones
inserted into OFDM symbols.

4. CRAMER-RAO LOWER BOUND (CRLB)

To evaluate the proposed algorithm, we compare its perfor-
mance with the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) that gives
a lower bound on the covariance matrix of any unbiased esti-
mator of unknown parameters. In the following derivation, it
is assumed that 1) all pilot symbols x[k] have the same power
and let a2= E{lx[k] 12}; 2) the pilot symbols, the phase noise,
the channel coefficients and the additive noise are independent
of each other; 3) the channel tap coefficients h[n] are indepen-
dently identically distributed and circularly symmetric Gaus-
sian with mean zero, and let a2 = E{ H[k] 2}; 4) the additive
noise w is circularly symmetric Gaussian with covariance ma-
trix a2cIN.
Scenario 1: No Impairment

In this scenario, we consider two cases: one tries to es-
timate h and the other tries to estimate h'. If h is directly
estimated, the CRLB for estimating H[k] is

E{ H[k] -H[k] 2} > w

p

If h' is estimated instead, the CRLB for estimating H[k] is

E{ IH[k] -H[k] 2 } > L,2
p

Scenario 2: the ProposedAlgorithm
In this case, the data model can be formulated as

y = fAPCAHX + VAPCAHX + /i(A- APCA)HX (9)
+ v(A -APCA)HX+W,

where h = Fhh' and APCA is determined by the vector
apCA = Iei Fa[f . (Pc')] according to the construction of
A. Note that A-APCA represents the modeling error existing
in the approximation given by (7). The parameter vector to be
estimated is

0 [ e c"'t h ] T,

where c" is the vector consisting of all elements of c' except
its first element c'[0]'. The desired signal component in (9) is

sO = ,APCAHX + VAPCAHX,

and the noise component is

w' = (A- APCA)HX + v(A -APCA)HX + W.

We treat w' as circularly symmetric Gaussian with covariance
matrix 52JN, where

aw
2 a2

+ (1/11 + IV12) X E Ila- apCA|112 X a
2 a2

2+ 1(I2 + IV12)E Pc'|12} x a2

w + N ( + v) lc,n Hp
n=M+l

5c' [0] can be inferred from the other elements of c' because of the con-
straintp*c' 1.
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Fig. 2. Power spectral density (PSD) of simulated phase noise.
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each time of channel estimation. The assumed channel length
in the time domain is L = 10 and the length ofthe phase noise
vector to be estimated is M = 8. The simulations show that
the proposed algorithm converges within less than 10 itera-
tions. Fig. 3 plots the mean-squared errors (MSE) of different
channel estimation algorithms vs. the normalized signal-to-
noise ratio at the receiver, i.e., SNR = c2/72 . The associated
CRLBs are also plotted by the dotted lines. We can see that
the simulated performance consistently coincides with the de-
rived lower bounds. Also, the performance of the proposed
algorithm in the presence of all impairments is very close to
that of the traditional estimation algorithm applied to systems
with no impairments.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, OFDM channel estimation in the presence of fre-
quency offset, IQ imbalance and phase noise is studied. The
analysis and simulation results show that the proposed joint
estimation scheme can effectively improve the system perfor-
mance and reduce the sensitivity of OFDM receivers to the
impairments. Since receivers with less analog impairments
usually have the disadvantage of high implementation cost,
our technique enables the use of low-cost receivers for OFDM
communications.
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